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Interaction





Why Interaction ?



The MANTRA

Visual Information Seeking 
Mantra (Shneiderman, 1996) 

Overview first, 

zoom and filter, 

then details on demand

relate, history, extract 



Visual Queries



Visual Queries



Dynamic Queries for Volumetric Data

[Sherbondy 2004]



Dynamic Queries

Define criteria for inclusion/
exclusion 

“Faceted Search” 

[Ahlberg & Shneiderman, 1994]



Incremental Text Search



Query Interfaces
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Why Interact with Visualization?

Explore data that is big / complex
too big to show everything at once

explore data with different representations

Interaction amplifies cognition
We understand things better if we can touch them
If we can observe cause and effect



Types of Interaction

Single View

Change over time

Navigation

Semantic zooming

Filtering and Querying
Focus + Context

Multiple Views
Selection (Details on 
Demand)
Linking & Brushing
Adapting Representations





Change over Time / 
Transitions



Change over Time

Use, e.g., slider to see view 
with data at different times

Sometimes better to show 
difference explicitly

[Lauren Wood]



Change over Time

Doesn’t have to be literal time: 
change as you go 

as part of an analysis process



Tableau supports fluid changes between visual encoding idioms with drag and drop interaction. (a) Data encoded with bars. 
(b) Data encoded with stacked bars. (c) The user selects a completely different visual encoding. (d) Data encoded using 
geographic positions.



Why Transition?

Different representations support 
different tasks

bar chart, vs stacked bar chart

Change Ordering

Transition make it possible for 
users to track what is going on



Animated Transitions

Smooth interpolation between 
states or visualization techniques

[Sunburst by John Stasko, Implementation in Caleydo by Christian Partl]



Frames from an animated transition showing zoom between levels in a compound 
network arranged as an adjacency matrix.

Animated Transitions



Select

A. Hover

B. Highlighting



Figure 11.6. The context-preserving visual links idiom is an example of the 
design choice to coordinate betweeen views by explicitly drawing links as 
connection marks between items and regions of interest



Why Animated Transition?



Navigation





Navigation

Pan
move around

Zoom 
enlarge/ make smaller (move 
camera)

Rotate



Space-Scale Diagrams

[Furnas & Bederson 1995]





Semantic Zooming



Semantic Zooming

As you zoom in, content is 
updated

More detail as more space 
becomes available

Ideally readable at multiple 
resolutions

Changing Representation

[McLachlan 2008]



Figure 11.7. LiveRAC uses semantic zooming within a stretchable grid of 
time-series line charts.





Figure 11.8. The slice choice eliminates a dimension/attribute by extracting only the items 
with a chosen value in that dimension. The cut choice eliminates all data on one side of a 
spatial cutting plane. (a) Axis-aligned slice. (b) Axis-aligned cut.
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Faceting





Linked Highlighting

inked highlighting between views shows how regions that are contiguous in one view are distributed 
within another. (a) Selecting the high salaries in the upper right window shows different distributions 
in the other views. (b) Selecting the bottom group in the Assists-PutOuts window shows that the 
clump corresponds to specific positions played.

 (Munzner) 

Munzner, Tamara. Visualization Analysis and Design. A K Peters/CRC Press, 20140929. VitalBook file. 



Same Encoding, Different Data

Overview–detail example with geographic maps, where the 
views have the same encoding and dataset; they differ in 
viewpoint and size.



Detail on Demand

Multiform overview–detail vis tool for microarray exploration features a central 
scatterplot linked with the graph view in the upper left.

Single View, Navigation



Multiple Views, Single Navigation

Cerebral uses small-multiple views to show the same base graph of gene 
interactions colored according to microarray measurements made at different 
times. The coloring in the main view uses the derived attribute of the difference in 
values between the two chosen views.



Multiform Views
The Improvise toolkit [Weaver 04] was 

used to create this census vis that has many 
forms of coordination between views. It has 
many multiform views, some of which use 
small multiples, and some of which provide 
additional detail information.





Partition Choices
HiVE with different arrangements. (a) Sizing regions according to sale counts yields a 

treemap. (b) Arranging the second-level regions as choropleth ma



Partition Choices
The HiVE system supports exploration through different partitioning choices. (a) Recursive matrix alignment 

where the first split is by the house type attribute, and the second by neighborhood. The lowest levels show 
time with years as rows and months as columns. (b) Switching the order of the first and second splits shows 
radically different patterns.



Layering

Static visual layering in maps. (a) The map layers are created by 
differences in the hue, saturation, luminance, and size channels on both area 
and line marks. (b) The grayscale view shows that each layer uses a different 
range in the luminance channel, providing luminance contrast.



Layering

The hierarchical edge bundles idiom shows a compound 
network in three layers: the tree structure in back with 
containment circle marks, the red–green graph edges with 
connection marks in a middle layer, and the graph nodes in a 
front layer



Dynamic Layering

Cerebral dynamically creates a foreground visual layer of all nodes one 
topological hop away in the network from the node underneath the cursor.
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Focus + Context



Focus + Context

carefully pick what to show

hint at what you are not showing



Focus + Context

synthesis of visual encoding and interaction 

user selects region of interest (focus)  
through navigation or selection

provide context through 
aggregation

reduction

layering



Elision

focus items shown in detail, 

other items summarized for context



Superimpose

focus layer limited to a local region of view,

instead of stretching across the entire view



Toolglass & Magic Lens

Magic Lens:
details/different data is shown  
when moving a lens  
over a scene

[Bier, Siggraph 1993]



Magic Lense with 
Tangible Interface

[Spindler, CHI 2010]



Magic Lens: Edges & Labeling

[Fekete and Plaisant, 1999]



Distortion

use geometric distortion of the contextual regions to make 
room for the details in the focus region(s)



Figure 14.4. The Cone Tree system used 3D perspective for 
focus+context, providing a global distortion region with a 
single focus point, and using standard geometric navigation 
for interaction.

Distortion - Perspective



Perspective Wall

[Mackinlay, 1991]



Hyperbolic Geometry

[Lamping, 1995]



Munzner



Leung 1994

Fisheye

[Sarkar, 1993]



Figure 14.5. Focus+context with interactive fisheye lens, with poker 
player dataset. (a) Scatterplot showing correlation between two 
strategies. (b) Dense matrix view showing correlation between a 
specific complex strategy and the player's winning rate, encoded by 
color.





http://pmcruz.com/information-visualization/data-lenses





Distortion Concerns
unsuitable for relative spatial judgements

overhead of tracking distortion

visual communication of distortion
gridlines, shading

target acquisition problem
lens displacing items away from screen location

mixed results compared to separate views and temporal navigation

fisheye follow-up: concern with enthusiasm over distortion
what is being shown: selective filtering

how it is being shown: distortion as one possibility



Read Chapter 15
for inspiration


